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ABSTRACT

FIRST GRADE LITERACY PORTFOLIOS:
A ROAD MAP TO SUCCESS
by
Jennifer Lynn Simmons
July 2002

The purpose of this project was to design an
assessment portfolio process for first grade students.
Through the portfolio process children will set goals,
self-evaluate, self-reflect, review their peers, and hold a
student-led conference.

Current research and best

practices on portfolios, goal-setting, self-evaluation,
self-reflection, peer review, and student-led conferences
were reviewed.

Literacy portfolios were defined.

Portfolios and how they were introduced into education were
discussed.

Purposes and benefits as well as concerns and

challenges of using portfolios in the classroom were
discussed and compared.

Mini-lessons and black-line

masters were also included for each content area.
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CHAPTER ONE
Background of the Project

Introduction
A portfolio is a purposeful collection of student work
that exhibits the student's efforts, progress, and
achievements in one or more areas.

The collection

must include student participation in selecting
contents, the criteria for selection, the criteria for
judging merit, and evidence of student self-reflection
(Paulson, Paulson, & Meyer, 1991, p. 62).
A literacy portfolio includes the above collection,
but focuses specifically on reading, writing, speaking, and
listening.

Work included in this type of portfolio may

include: rough drafts, notes, letters, reports, reading and
writing tasks, books, magazines, newspapers, and children's
own stories.

Using the portfolio as an assessment tool,

this work can then be evaluated providing a ftcontinuous
opportunity for students to see their growth"
cited in Martin-Kniep, 1998, p.

(Collins,

41).

Students have a substantial role in the process of
creating and revising their portfolio.

They make many of

the decisions concerning what work is included, goals they
l
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need to work on, ways they are improving, and how they will
share their portfolios with others.

"Periodically,

students reflect on their growth and development as readers
and writers by reading the materials in their working
portfolios.

. and selecting examples of work that

represent different aspects of their growth" (Leslie, 1997,

p. 72).
Not only do portfolios provide ownership and
accountability through significant student involvement, but
they provide a way for students to learn through
instruction and assessment as well.

Johns

(1992)

(cited in

Danielson) states that when "used as an assessment
framework, portfolios are systematic collections by
students and teachers that serve as the basis to examine
'effort, improvement, processes, and achievement as well as
to meet the accountability demands usually achieved by more
formal testing procedures'" (p. 10).

Portfolio assessment

is achieved then through goal-setting, self-evaluation,
self-reflection, peer review, and eventually, student-led
conferences.

(
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Purpose of the Project
The purpose of this project was to design an
assessment portfolio process for all first grade students
in class so they could practice goal-setting, evaluating,
and reflecting on their work.

This portfolio was designed

to accomplish the following goals:
1. To assess authentically,
2. To teach students to be critical thinkers, evaluators,
and be able to reflect upon their own work,
3. To motivate through choices of displayed work,
4. To observe personal growth,
5. To provide ownership in something that is unique and
special to the student, and
6. To use as a tool in student-led conferences where
students will have the opportunity to reflect on their
work and share it with their parents and the teacher.

Limitations of the Project
For the purpose of manageability in this project, the
following limitations were set:
1. Scope:

The activities for this project were designed

for twenty-four first grade students, their parents, and
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the author at Dorothy Fox Elementary in Camas,
Washington.
2. Research:

The literature and research reviewed for the

purpose of this project has been limited to 1991-present.

Definition of Terms
Significant terms used in the context of this project
have been defined as follows:
1. Assessment: A way for teachers to evaluate students
when checking for understanding.
2. Authentic assessment: A way for teachers to
evaluate students using real-world tasks or
simulations.
3. Essential Academic Learning Requirements (EALRS):
Standards set by the state of Washington to be used
as a measuring tool for guiding academic growth in
schools.
4. Goal-setting:

A process

in which

students

set

a

realistic academic goal they would like to achieve
with

specifics,

challenge
2000).

(D.

a

timeline,

and

an

appropriate

Prigge, personal communication,

July,
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5. Literacy portfolio: A portfolio that focuses on
reading, writing, speaking, and listening.
6. Peer review (evaluation): The process of using
rubrics or checklists to review a peer's
performance.
7. Portfolio: "A collection of evidence that allows
someone to make inferences about knowledge, skills,
and dispositions of the learnerll (D. Prigge,
personal communication, July, 2000).
8. Self-evaluation: The process of using rubrics or
checklists to assess one's performance.
9. Self-reflection: A method used to think back on a
particular performance and see how it might be
improved.
10. Student-led conferences: A conference in which the
student leads and is responsible for showing work,
explaining future goals, and discussing strengths
and weaknesses with the parent.

CHAPTER TWO

Review of the Literature

Introduction
Portfolios have been in use for many years.

It is

only just recently that they have been introduced into
education both as a learning tool and as a means of
assessment.

This project will review different definitions

of portfolios as well as provide an overview of how
portfolios came about in education.

Benefits and purposes

along with concerns and challenges will be explored through
an analogy of a "road trip."
Reading and writing are very important subject areas,
especially in the primary classroom.

Through portfolio

assessments in reading and writing (literacy), we will see
how students and teachers can benefit and grow. These
assessments are a tangible way to show students' growth
that can give teachers insight into what their students
really know and can apply.

These topics will be discussed

in the following sections.

6
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Background
Definitions
First of all, there are quite a few different types of
portfolios (Lankes, 1998).

The developmental portfolio (or

assessment portfolio) is a documentation of students'
improvements throughout the school year.

It contains

samples of work and self evaluations of specific
assignments.

The proficiency portfolio is used to prove

mastery in a certain area of study.

Work is collected to

demonstrate competency and performance.

In the showcase

portfolio, student's best work is collected to best
represent their skills and abilities.

An employment skills

portfolio is kept on certain areas of interest to show
prospective employers work-readiness skills.

College

admission portfolios are kept for the same purpose as
employment skills, but in order to gain admission to
college.

The developmental (assessment) portfolio will be

the focus of this paper.
According to the National Education Association (cited
in Danielson, 1997), "An [assessment] portfolio is a record
of learning that focuses on the student's work and her/his
reflection on that work.

Material is collected through a

(
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collaborative effort between the student and staff members
and is indicative of progress toward the essential
outcomes" (p. vi).

Another definition of the assessment

portfolio is that it is "a purposeful collection of student
work that tells the story of a student's efforts, progress,
or achievement.

It must include student participation in

the selection of portfolio content, criteria for selection,
criteria for judging merit, and evidence of student selfreflection" (Arter, cited in Danielson, 1997, p. vi)
Vavrus states that "a portfolio is more than just a
container full of stuff.

It's a systematic and organized

collection of evidence used by the teacher and student to
monitor growth of the student's knowledge, skills, and
attitudes in a specific subject area"

(cited in Danielson,

1997, p. vi).
The assessment portfolio is designed to be a
collection of work that the student can evaluate and
reflect upon in order to grow as a learner and critical
thinker.

"Students should see the portfolio as a

reflection of themselves as learners and should celebrate
their accomplishments" (Rogers, 1996, p. 1).

According to

Leslie (1997), this particular assessment process is a very
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important aspect in ongoing instruction.

It is very

beneficial as one way to assess students in the classroom.
It is an informal authentic assessment that is very useful
to the teacher in showing what a student's strengths and
weaknesses are, and is a way for students to learn about
themselves and to set goals in the areas where they can use
improvement.

So where did the idea of educational

portfolios come from?
History
"The concept [of portfolios] has long existed in many
fields outside the classroom.

Artists, architects, and

photographers use portfolios to illustrate their work to
potential clients; financial advisers speak of a client's
investment portfolio; and the British government
traditionally refers to an area of Cabinet responsibility
as a portfolio (the Foreign Office Portfolio, for example)ll
(Danielson, 1997, p. v).

The field of education has need

for change, and therefore has been searching for a way for
students to demonstrate their knowledge and skills in
different areas.

Portfolios could possibly be the means

for this authentication.

A problem with standardized tests

of the past is that those tests might show knowledge, but

(
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not the skill or demonstration of that knowledge.
(1998)

Roe

states that "interest in alternative assessment

formats is driven primarily by the inadequacies of
standardized tests"

(p. 1).

Consequently, as educators, we

have a need to travel down the road of exploration to
discover the potential for learning and assessing through
the use of portfolios.

Using portfolios in the classroom

is like going on a road trip.

Advantages
Planning the Trip
It is important to decide the purposes for doing what
we want to do.

When we are going on a trip we have to ask

ourselves "What is the 'destination'?"

When deciding to

use portfolios in the classroom, we have to ask ourselves
the same thing: "What is the goal, where is this headed?"
One purpose of using portfolio assessments in the
classroom is that they "require students to collect and
reflect on examples of their work, providing both an
instructional component to the curriculum and offering the
opportunity for authentic assessment" (Paulson et al.,
1991, p. 63).
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Another purpose is to allow creativity because,
according to Rogers

(1996), there is no right or wrong way

to put a portfolio together.

There are only ways to expand

horizontally and vertically.
A portfolio can be used to demonstrate growth and will
contain work over an extended period of time.
be used to encourage student goal-setting.

It also can

Criteria is

ftestablished and applied consistently to every student's
portfolio.

[students] develop the linguistic skills to

make distinctions, to isolate the many qualities that
contribute to a good piece of writing.

In conferences.

students can discuss their progress and set goals for
future work" (Hewitt, 1995, p. 72).
Through student-led conferences, both researchers and
practitioners say that ftportfolios can [even] serve to
facilitate communication with parents" (Danielson, 1997, p.
v).

In a time when educators are trying to bring

instruction and assessment together, portfolios may do this
in a way that more traditional approaches do not.

Once we

have defined the purpose for using portfolios, we need to
discuss the benefits.

12

The Souvenirs
At the conclusion of the trip we end up with souvenirs
that document our journey.

These souvenirs are the

benefits we want ourselves and our students to have gained
from the experience of building their portfolio.
One benefit students can gain through portfolios is
learning how to set realistic and appropriate goals.
Courtney and Abodeeb (1999) state that "practice in goal
setting and experience in constructing a portfolio
establish the framework for students to think about what
they know, how they know, and what they want to know; to
set specific goals for learning; and to implement
strategies to construct meaning" (p. 713).

They go on to

say that "goal setting provides a strong foundation for
future, honest self-evaluation and reflection" (p. 711).
Self-evaluation and reflection are more benefits
students gain from creating literacy assessment portfolios.
Through self-evaluation, first graders learn how to use a
rubric or a checklist to assess their work and see how they
are growing.

Through self-reflection students learn how to

look back through their portfolios to see accomplishments
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and how they might improve.

"Reflection is the process of

looking back on what one has done and asking what, why, and
how learning has taken place . . . . This sets the stage for
the establishment of new goals in the future"

(Courtney &

Abodeeb, 1999, p. 712).
Still another benefit to using portfolios in the
classroom is the opportunity for children to peer review
(or evaluate).

According to Sivan (2000), "Involvement of

students in the process of peer assessment can develop
their critical appraisal skills (Jaques, 1991), increase
their awareness of a range of solutions to problems

(Gibbs,

1981; Gibbs et al., 1986), develop their reflective skills
(Schon, 1983, 1987) and contribute to the development of
self-reliant and self-directed learners

(Baud, 1991; Brown

& Knight, 1994; Baud & Holmes, 1995)" (p. 193).
Student-led conferences are an additional benefit.

In

fact, student-led conferences benefit more than just the
students.

For parents "it's a time to find out what and

how their child is learning.

For students, it's an

opportunity to reflect on and speak about their learning
and to practice presentation skills.

For teachers, it's a

way to educate parents about the complexity of learning and
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to remove the aura of secrecy surrounding the assessment
processn

(Paglin, 1996, p. 1).

Dr. Richard Stiggins, head

of the Assessment Training Institute based in Portland
(cited in Paglin), adds to the list of benefits by saying
that "student-led parent conferences may be the biggest
breakthrough in communicating about student achievement in
the last four decades.

.The level of responsibility it

brings to the student and the pride in accomplishment that
can engender when they succeed is unprecedentedn (1996, p.
1) .

Portfolios are beneficial in other ways as well.
Courtney

&

Abodeeb (1999) believe that "from class

discussion to setting individual goals, sorting written
pieces to constructing the portfolios, students are
immersed in learning experiences that naturally demand
reflection on their learningn (p. 8).

Furthermore, goal-

setting, self-evaluation, self-reflection, peer review, and
student-led conferences are all part of the portfolio
process and help students to become critical thinkers.
"When students offer evidence of their learning through
varied forms of documentation, they create more convincing
proof that they have met the course goalsn

(Barton, 1997,
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(
p. 102).

Are there any disadvantages we should be

concerned with when implementing educational portfolios?

Disadvantages
Road Worries
While on the road we tend to think about the what-ifs
and worry about what might happen when going someplace new.
We have these same concerns when trying something new in
education.

There are issues that need to be brought up and

concerns that need to be discussed.
In an article called "Portfolio Assessment: Let Us
Proceed with Caution," Parsons (1998)

raises the following

questions about portfolio assessment:
•

Does portfolio assessment work in all institutional
environments?

•

Does the kind of collection possible in a portfolio
limit learners to a traditional curriculum?

•

Do the student-centered criteria of portfolio
assessment represent a possible erosion of teacher
authority which might have possible harmful effects on
the learners?
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•

Does the negotiative relationship encouraged by
portfolio assessment rob learners of a teacher's
ethical strength and weaken the impact of the teacher
on the lives of learners, especially when learners
need an ethical model?

•

Are certain capabilities, perhaps for critical
reflection and self-assessment, required that may
preclude certain learners?

How can these skills

and/or attitudes, if they are needed, be taught and
learned?
•

If choices, when using portfolios, are 'negotiated,'
what negotiation skills and/or attitudes must learners
have?

When are they taught these skills?

These are important questions for us all to ask ourselves
when and if we decide to use portfolios in the classroom.
It needs to be decided what the important aspects of
education are and what educators want their students to
learn.
Another concern of the portfolio is that "although we
consistently see inventive portfolios, the critical issues
of reliability and validity for this type of assessment are
rarely addressedn (Mitchell, 1998, p. 1).

If educators are
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going to use portfolios as an assessment tool and are
wanting to set a standard criterion for assessing, then we
also need to ask if "the results of portfolio assessment
[are] reliable, consistent, and meaningful estimates of
what students [really] know and can do?" (Herman, 1994, p.
49).

Along with concerns for implementing portfolios in

the classroom are challenges as well.
Road Hazards
Just like having a flat tire or getting lost on a road
trip, we have hazards (or challenges) in designing and
implementing portfolio assessments in the classroom.

There

are quite a few issues that educators must face as we move
toward more authentic assessment practices.
One issue is trying to standardize criterion so that
portfolio assessments can be valid, reliable, and
accountable.

"Although findings favor portfolio

assessments, the challenges lie in assuring technical
quality, equity, and feasibility for large-scale assessment
purposes" (Herman, 1994, p. 48).
A second issue is time.

It is often hard to find

enough time to research, set up, and implement portfolios
into the classroom.

Roe (1998) shares that "it was
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(
difficult to find the time to create pictures of both
discrete skills and the broader goals for each child" (p.
5).

Assessment portfolios may be a lot of work and very

time consuming.

They can also be hard to use in the

classroom when the district is looking for other things to
be implemented as well.
A third issue is the juggling act.

ftWhen teachers

make a move to a new venue before their districts make the
paradigm shift, they must struggle to serve two 'masters,'
themselves and their district, or to sublimate their
beliefs in order to survive within the existing system"
(Roe, 1998, p. 5).

Sometimes it is really hard to do

everything that you want to do plus what the district
requires as well.

Using a literacy portfolio in the

classroom is a way to meet the needs of both the teacher
and the district requirements.

Literacy Portfolios
Definitions
A definition of literacy is the ability to read and
write.

According to Glazer (1993, p.4), ftcurrent
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theoretical views of literacy that have influenced
classroom practice indicate that:
•

a student's prior knowledge is an important
determinant of comprehension;

•

appropriate reading materials have topical and
structural integrity;

•

inferential and critical reading are essential for
constructing meaning;

•

reading requires the integration and orchestration of
many communication skills;

•

skilled readers monitor their own comprehension using
a variety of strategies for different purposes;

•

good feelings about literacy activities affect success
and are important goals for success in reading,
writing, and oral language activities;

•

good readers read fluently.n

Assessment portfolios in literacy are typically designed to
show the students'
writing.

knowledge and ability in reading and

"Therefore, a portfolio model affords a

congruence with literacy demands, a fit with ongoing
classroom practices, and a rational outlook that becomes
one of its major strengths and selling pointsn (Roe, 1998,
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p. 2) .

Portfolios "become an integral part of classroom

organization and instruction, and they include reading and
writing tasks with natural materials such as books,
magazines, newspapers, children's own stories, letters, and
reports" (Leslie, 1997, p. 73).

Literacy portfolios can be

very beneficial for the student, the teacher, other
teachers, and the parents.
Benefits
One area in which an assessment portfolio in literacy
can be beneficial is when it is used to provide tangible
evidence of a student's effort and a view into the writer's
process.

"Because the.

. portfolio contains all scraps

of paper, notes, and early drafts, it provides an excellent
source for observations on a writer's process"

(Hewitt,

1995, p. 72).
Portfolios can also be beneficial in that they can be
"tailored to each child's literacy capability, thus
capitalizing on individual abilities, rather than
constraining them" (Roe, 1998, p. 3).

The teacher is able

to adapt lessons to each student's particular need and help
them grow in specific areas.
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Literacy assessment portfolios are another way to
authentically assess students in an ongoing basis where
strengths and needs are easily seen.

Tierney (1991) states

that "portfolios offer a new framework for assessment- one
that facilitates student reflection in conjunction with
reading and writing- a framework that responds to demands
for student empowerment, the changing nature of classrooms,
and a new consensus regarding the need for revamping
testing practices" (p. 42).

Literacy portfolios can really

work in the classroom.

Summary
Portfolios have grown and changed in the past few
years.

According to Valencia, educators are using them in

classrooms now to emphasize authentic tasks and contexts,
make assessment ongoing and continuous, sample a variety of
processes and product-oriented dimensions, and encourage
teacher-student collaboration (cited in Swicegood, 1994).
There are many different views on portfolios and what they
are meant to do in the classroom.

There are also quite a

few questions to think about when planning to use these
portfolios.
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Educators need to take time to research, learn about,
gather ideas, and create objectives before and during the
implementation of portfolios.

There are many benefits to

using portfolios in the classroom, but taking time to do it
right and consider the concerns and challenges is essential
to make portfolio assessment worthwhile.

CHAPTER THREE

Design of the Project

Introduction
The purpose of this project was to design an
assessment portfolio process for first grade students to
give them more responsibility in their learning and pride
in their accomplishments.

Through the portfolio process

children will learn how to set goals, self-evaluate, selfreflect, review their peers, and hold a student-led parent
conference.

To accomplish this purpose, current research

and best practices on portfolios, goal-setting, selfevaluation, self-reflection, peer review, and student-led
conferences were reviewed.
Chapter three contains background information
describing:
1. Need for the project
2. Procedures
3. Development of the portfolio assessment process
4. Planned implementation

23
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Need for the Project
After teaching in the first grade classroom for three
years, the author (Jennifer Simmons) determined that
standardized tests were not showing student growth and
children were not acquiring skills needed to think
critically and explain how they were learning.
The literacy assessment portfolio developed for this
project can provide tangible evidence of the process and
product of student learning.

Through practice in goal-

setting, self-evaluation, self-reflection, peer reviewing,
and student-led conferences (in the portfolio process),
students learn to be decisive thinkers and learn to explain
what, why, and how learning has taken place.

According to

Collins (cited in Martin-Kniep, 1998), ~The magic of
portfolio assessment at the primary level is the continuous
opportunity for students to see their growth" (p. 41).

Procedures
In order to acquire information about literacy
assessment portfolios, many current books and journals were
consulted.

Also, classes were taken at Central Washington

University including: Teaching Strategies for Students with
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Disabilities, Assessment for Students with Disabilities,
and Functional Assessment to attain more knowledge in the
areas of portfolios, goal-setting, self-evaluation, selfreflection, peer review, and student-led conferences.
Likewise, inquiries into the Northwest Regional Education
Laboratory in Portland, Oregon were made to learn about
current best practices.

Development of the Portfolio Assessment Process
After researching data, taking classes, and teaching
in a first grade classroom, a compilation of best practices
was established to create a functioning literacy portfolio
process.

First, a timeline (see "Recommendations" in

Chapter 5) was created to give the teacher and students an
idea when the portfolio would be started and finished.

It

also outlined when goal-setting, self-evaluation, selfreflection, peer reviewing, and student-led conferences
would take place during the year and in what area of
development in the portfolio.

Second, best practices were

compiled to discover when and how to teach children to
create and use portfolios.

Best practices were also used

when designing mini lessons on teaching goal-setting, self-
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evaluation, self-reflection, peer reviewing, and studentled conferences.

Finally, a skeleton portfolio (see

Appendix) was created to show readers what a literacy
portfolio might look like in a first grade classroom.

Planned Implementation
The literacy assessment portfolio will be introduced
to first grade students at Dorothy Fox Elementary School
within the first month of classes.

The mini lesson about

goal-setting will be taught and then students will
conference with the teacher and parent and set two
realistic and appropriate goals for the school year.
Before winter break students will be taught the mini
lessons on self-evaluation and self-reflection and do one
of each to add to their portfolios.

In the spring peer-

reviewing will be taught along with how to present the
portfolio at a student-led conference.

By the end of the

year, first grade students will have had an opportunity to
become critical thinkers and be able to explain what, why,
and how learning has taken place.

CHAPTER FOUR
The Project

This project is a portfolio assessment process
designed for first grade students.

Through the portfolio

process children will learn how to set goals, selfevaluate, self-reflect, peer review, and hold a student-led
conference.

Mini-lessons and black-line masters of these

content areas are included.

However, not all black-line

masters are necessarily first-grade appropriate.
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Portfolio Assessment Process

Introduction
Rationale- Portfolios can be used to demonstrate growth,

motivate through involvement and ownership, encourage goalsetting, provide an opportunity for authentic assessment,
require students to collect and reflect on their work, allow
for creativity, and facilitate communication between teacher,
student, and parent.
Purpose- The purpose of this project is to put an assessment

portfolio together for all students in first grade so they
can practice goal-setting, evaluating, reflecting, peer
reviewing, and leading conferences.

I believe that it is

very important for students to be assessed authentically.

I

want each of my students to become a critical thinker and
evaluator and be able to reflect on his or her own work.

I

want to provide creativity for my students and let them
explore who they really are.

I believe that my students will

be more motivated because they will have choices in what and
how they learn and will have ownership in something that is
unique and special to them.

I also would like to use these

portfolios as a tool in student-led conferences where the
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students will have the opportunity to share and reflect on
their work with their parents and me.

This project is based

on a literature review that supported a variety of portfolio
processes.

Audience- The portfolios will be for twenty-four first grade
students at Dorothy Fox Elementary in Camas, Washington,
myself, and parents of my students.
Student Orientation
Students will be introduced to portfolios at the
beginning of the school year.

I will start out by showing

them my portfolio and the pictures and work that I am proud
of that are in it.

As a class, we will discuss and

brainstorm what a portfolio is and why we will be using them
in our classroom.

We will read some picture books together

that model the portfolio process, and then I will talk about
how we will store and manage these portfolios.
also be given an interest survey to fill out.

Students will
It will

consist of their physical characteristics as well as things
that they are interested in and care about.

This will be a

guide for me to use throughout the school year so that we
work together on things that matter to each and every
student.
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(

At back-to-school night I will have a meeting with
parents to explain the portfolio process and what their
children and I will be doing with these portfolios throughout
the year.

I will also share the purposes and benefits of

using portfolios and what I feel the portfolios will do for
the students.
Requirements
Objectives/Benchmarks/Competencies- The portfolio process

will be based on the reading and writing Essential Academic
Learning Requirements for Washington State and the Camas
School District.

These will include that the student:

understands and uses different skills and strategies to read,
understands the meaning of what is read, reads different
materials for a variety of purposes, sets goals and evaluates
progress to improve reading, writes clearly and effectively,
writes in a variety of forms for different audiences and
purposes, understands and uses the steps of the writing
process, and analyzes and evaluates the effectiveness of
written work.
Selection of Pieces- As students' portfolios grow large, it

becomes essential to sort through them.

This process is

modeled by the teacher and then handed over to students who
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work in pairs.

According to Courtney and Abodeeb (1999) "All

sorting is done with another student's input, and the
partners discuss with each other why they are choosing to
select certain pieces" (p. 711).

They go on to say:

Students are directed to choose a certain number
of pieces . . . . These pieces represent learning that
students want to select and reflect on for their
portfolios.

Sometimes [the teacher] will give

specific directions:

'Choose two [writing) papers

that demonstrate growth,' or 'You must choose your
reading log reflection for your portfolio.'
invite discussion,
work in?

She may

'Should you put only your best

Why or why not?'

(p. 710)

Pieces that will be included in the portfolio will be student
work, checklists of the objectives, and graphs to show
progress being made.

Students will also fill out self-

reflection sheets on each piece that they put into their
portfolios explaining why the piece was chosen, what they
liked about it, what could be done differently next time to
make it even better, and what they learned from the lesson.
The remaining work not selected for the assessment portfolio
is stapled and sent home to parents.
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Format/Storage- Students will have large hanging file folders

in boxes color-coordinated for each child.

Students will put

all of their work in these folders and then choose pieces
from there to put in their assessment portfolios.

The

assessment portfolios will consist of three-ring binders
sectioned off into reading and writing subjects and will be
stored in student-accessible 12"xl2" cubicles along one side
of the classroom.
Management
Documentation and Evaluation- Students will use checklists to

keep track of what assignments are in the portfolio and what
ones still need to be added.

Students will be required to

have at least one self-evaluation of kheir entire portfolio
and one peer review in their portfolio at conference time.
The portfolio will be graded in its entirety using a
satisfactory/unsatisfactory system depending on whether the
requirements are met.

The pieces inside the portfolio will

be graded as well along with a student self-reflection for
each piece.
Review Conferences- Every four to six weeks each student and

I will meet briefly for an individual conference to review
and evaluate the progress and content of their portfolios.
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We will look at goals that he/she set and discuss how these
are being met.
needed.

We will adjust and change these goals as

Self-reflection will be guided at first by a trained

parent volunteer, para-pro, or me.

As we progress through

the year, the students will be encouraged to self-reflect on
their own.

This is a learning experience for all of us and

will be taken slowly step-by-step until we all catch on.
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Picture Books
that Model the Portfolio Process
Bjork, C. (1994).
Books.

Bjork, C., & Anderson,
R&S Books.
Bolotin,

N.,

war

Bragg,
Browne,
Day,

& Herb,

scrapbook.

M.

(1988).

A.

New York:

Big bear's book of himself.

L.

(1989).

New

York:

A. (1995). For home and country: A
New York: Lodestar.

civil

Betty's

(1989).

R&S

Things

Linnea's

New York:

wedding.
I

almanac.

New York:

like.

A. (1994). Carl makes a scrapbook.
Strauss, & Giroux.

Macmillan.
Knopf.

New York:

Farrar,

Gottlieb, D. (1991). My stories by Hildy Calpurnia Rose.
New York: Knopf.
Knight, M. B.
House.
Krupp,

R.

R.

(1992).

(1992).

Lillie, P. (1993).
Greenwillow.
Moss,

M. (1995).
Press.

Myers,

W.

D.

Talking

Let's

When

Gardiner,

traveling.

this box is full.

Amelia's

(1993).

go

walls.

Brown

Polar:

New York:

Morrow.

New York:

New York:

Nobisso, J. (1990). Grandma's scrapbook.
New York: Gingerbread House.
Spedden, D. C. S. (1994).
Little, Brown.

Tilbury

Berkeley,

notebook.

angels.

ME:

The

CA:

Tricycle

HarperCollins.

Westhampton Beach,

titanic bear.

Boston:

Wiener, L. S., Best, A., & Pizzo, P. (1994). Be a friend.
Morton Grove, IL: Albert Whitman & Company.
Young, E. (1992).
Books.
Zolotow,

C.

(1993)

Seven

Blind Mice.

Snippets.

New York:

New York:
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Philomel

HarperCollins.

SHORT FORM WITTY-KOPEL INTEREST INVENTORY

Learner

-------------

Age _ _ __

Date
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Please note: Content on this page was redacted due to copyright concerns.
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Source: Witty,

Paul, Kopel,

and Davis, Reading and the Educative Process

71.1:7
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Student Reading Attitude Survey

Age

Name
1.

Date

I like to read stories.
not at all

a little

some

a lot

a whole lot

some

a lot

a whole lot

some

a lot

a whole lot

some

a lot

a whole lot

some

a lot

a whole lot

2. Reading is boring.

not at all

a little

3. I like to read in my spare time.

not at all

a little

4. I enjoy reading poetry.

not at all

a little

5. I like reading at school.

not at all

a little

6. I have trouble understanding what I read.
not at all

a little

some

a lot

a whole lot

some

a lot

a whole lot

some

a lot

a whole lot

some

a lot

a whole lot

7. It's fun to read at home.

not at all

a little

8. I enjoy talking about what I read.

not at all

a little

9. Reading is fun.

not at all

a little
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10.I wish I had more time to read at school.
not at all

a little

some

a lot

a whole lot

11. I like to read stories I have written.
not at all

a little

some

a lot

a whole lot

some

a lot

a whole lot

some

a lot

a whole lot

a lot

a whole lot

12.I think I'm a good reader.
not at all

a little

13.I like to read.
not at all

a little

14.How often do you read at home?
not at all

a little

some

15.What kinds of things do you read? (types, topics, or
titles)
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My Reading Tank

Author/Title

Date Started

*Taken from: Swicegood (1994, p. 12)
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Date Finished

Published Writing Log
Author:

Draft Begun

Published Title

*Taken from: Swicegood (1994, p. 12)
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Date Completed

Goal Setting Lesson Plan

"Portfolios are driven by the goals that the children and the
teacher

construct

together"

(Courtney

&

Abodeeb,

1999,

p.

11) .
Goal: Students will set goals for themselves based on the

criteria needing to be met.
Objectives:

-Students will be able to (SWBAT) identify a goal.
-SWBAT state a realistic and appropriate goal.
-SWBAT identify the goal's purpose.
-SWBAT define a process to achieve the goal.
Procedures:

1. Teacher and students discuss what a goal is.

(Ex.

soccer goal, something hard that gets easier,
something practiced a lot to get better at, something
practiced until it is gotten and then get a new goal)
2. Teacher writes discussion on chart paper to serve as
a model for goal-setting language.
3. Teacher asks class to brainstorm ideas about possible
goals and records them on chart paper as well.
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4. Teacher and students discuss specific goals students
may have.
5. Teacher asks, "What are the things that you might
want to work on or get better at?"
6. Teacher models language for appropriate goal setting
by paraphrasing student responses and recording them
on chart paper.
7. Teacher might elaborate on sample goals by asking
students to "Tell me how you might specifically work
on these goals?" or "If you were working on your goal,
what might I hear or see you doing?"
Some sample goals of second graders are:
•

To get better at reading by putting words that fit,
make sense, and sound like language.

•

Improve my writing by reading my drafts out loud
and then changing them.

•

To improve reading by reading at home and at
school.

•

To work on staying on task by staying in my seat
and paying attention to the speaker.

•

Making sure that when I work no one else is in my
way.
p-16

•

Get better at spelling by reading more books.

8. Teacher confers with each child to construct three
specific and appropriate learning goals.
9. Teacher writes each child's goals on index cards and
tapes them to his/her desk.
10. Teacher frequently refers students to their goals.
Some questions the teacher might ask are:
•

Let's look at your goals.

What is something you

said you wanted to work on while you were reading?
•

How am I going to see you working on your goals?

•

Can you show me an example of you working on your
goals before you start reading?

Materials: chart paper; pens; index cards; tape; examples of

specific, observable goals

*Adapted from: Courtney

&

Abodeeb (1999)
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NAME:
DATE:

REACH FOR THE

STARS
Long term goal for this year:

(who, does what?)

Short term goal for this quarter:

(who,

does

what?)

At least two objectives for the quarterly
goal:

(who, does what, how well, by when?)

1.
2 •
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NAME: - - - - - - - DATE: - - - - - - - -

Goal Sheet

My goals for this year are:
1.

2.

3.

4.
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Self Evaluation Lesson Plan

"The development of children's self-assessment skills is
another positive aspect of portfolio use" (Potter, 1999, p.
210) .
Goal: Students will become self-assessors
Objectives:

-Students will be able to (SWBAT) use a rubric or a
checklist.
-SWBAT identify requirements/criteria that are met or
not met.
Procedures:

1.

(Direct-Instruction Lesson)

The teacher chooses an assignment for the class to
evaluate.

Students display their version of the

assignment at their desks.
2.

The teacher asks the class to list criteria for the
assignment.
in it?)

(What does the assignment need to have

The teacher writes down the criteria on

chart paper.
3.

The class makes a checklist on the overhead
projector for the criteria that the assignment needs
to have.
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4.

Students take out a blank piece of paper and fold it
into a taco.

(Fold the paper into thirds.)

left side on top they write "Criteria."
middle they write "Met."
write "Not Met."

On the

In the

On the right side they

They then copy down the criteria

(that the teacher writes on the overhead) onto their
paper down the side of the left hand column under
"Criteria."
5.

The teacher then displays a copy of the same
assignment (but possibly from another class) on the
overhead projector.

6.

As a class, they look for the criteria in their
assignments (while the teacher models this behavior
on the overhead) and mark off on their checklists in
the appropriate boxes whether the criteria was "Met"
or "Not Met."

Materials: a class assignment, an overhead projector, clean
transparencies, overhead pens, chart paper, blank paper (for
each student), pencils
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NAME: - - - - - DATE: - - - - - -

Assignment Checklist
Criteria

'O
I

"'
"'

Met

Not Met

Reading Self-Evaluation
Name

1.

Date

In what ways have you improved as a reader? What have
you done well?

2.

What reading have you most enjoyed this quarter? Why?

3.

Do you enjoy reading? Why or why not?

4.

What things do you especially want to work on next
quarter?

5.

How often do you read outside of school? What was the
last thing you read outside of school? Why did you read
it?
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My Writing Progress

Skills I have learned:

Skills I am working on:

*Taken from: Swicegood (1994, p. 12)
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STEPS IN MAKING A RUBRIC
1.

Look at models

2.

Determine learning outcomes

3.

Share learning outcomes with studentsthey have to know what the target is!

4.

List criteria

5.

Keep it short and simple

6.

Fit onto one page if possible

7.

Articulate gradations (distinguish the
levels) of quality

8.

Practice on models

9.

Use self- and peer-assessment

10. Focus on how students develop and
their learning
11. Revise - Re-evaluate
12. Use teacher assessment
*Taken from:

D. J. Prigge (personal communication, July 2000)
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express

RUBRICS LANGUAGE

SCALE POINTS SHOULD REFLECT:
depth ...breadth... quali ty... scope ... extent ... complexi ty
degrees ... accuracy
presence to absence
complete to incomplete
many to some to none
major to minor
consistent to inconsistent
frequency: always to generally to sometimes to
rarely

TERMS TO USE IN MEASURING RANGE/SCORING LEVELS
needs improvement ... sa tis factory ... good ... exemplary
beginning... developing ... accompli shed... exemplary
needs work ... good...excellent
novice ...apprentice ...proficient ... distinguished

©©@
not yet ... developing ... achieving
emerging...developing ...achieving
no evidence ...minimal evidence ...partial
evidence ... complete evidence
*Taken from:

D. J. Prigge (personal communication, July 2000)
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EVALUATING RUBRICS
1. Does the rubric relate to the outcomes
measured?
2.

Does it cover important dimensions of
student performance?

3. Are the dimensions or scales well
defined?
4.

Is there a clear basis for assigning
scores at each scale point?

5. Can the rubric be applied consistently
by different scorers?
6. Can the rubric be understood by
students and parents?
7.

Is the rubric developmentally
appropriate?

8. Can the rubric be applied to a variety
of tasks?
9.

Is the rubric fair and free from bias?

10.Is the rubric useful, manageable,
practical?
*Taken from: D. J. Prigge (personal communication, July 2000)
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and

Rubric Making Activity:
Developing an Understanding of Criteria

Rationale for the Activity:
Students can begin developing an understanding of how to
create rubrics by establishing criteria or standards for
real-life situations.

Materials Needed: Magazines, Scissors, Construction
Paper, Crayons, Glue

Steps of the Activity:
1.

Give each student a piece of construction paper, a
magazine, a pair of scissors, glue, and crayons.

2.

Instruct students to draw four columns on the
construction paper.

The first column is titled

"Things Found in My Bedroom."

The second column is

titled "The Best Bedroom."

The third column is

titled "The Okay Bedroom."

The fourth column is

titled "The Not So Good Bedroom."
3.

Instruct the students to cut out five items that
are found in their bedrooms (ex. Bed, toys, etc.)

4.

Have the students glue the five items into the
"Things Found in My Room" column.

5.

Instruct the students to write a short description
of each thing as it would look in each of the three
types of bedrooms (ex. In the "Best Bedroom"- bed
would be made and soft, in the "Not So Good
Bedroom" - bed would have no blankets and be
lumpy).
p-28

6.

Once everyone has completed the collage of
pictures, have students share in small groups or as
a class.

This will allow them to verbalize the

standards they have developed for each category of
the bedroom.

*Taken from:

D. J.

Prigge (personal communication, July 2000)
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Peer Review Lesson Plan

"Peers may be used in assessing each other's portfolios,
particularly if they are involved in a similar tasku
(Anonymous, 2002, p. 8).
Goal: To teach first grade students how to be critical
thinkers and critique other students in a peer reviewing
process.
Objective: Through a step by step process, first grade
students will critique other students verbally and in writing
by listing two things that their partner did very well and
one thing his/her partner could work on for next time.

Lesson:
Introduction

-Tell students that this is a lesson on
peer reviewing and explain what peer
reviewing is
-Explain who the lesson is for
-State goal and objective

Activity

-Read the story "The Three Bearsu
-Have students draw pictures about
story
Must have . .
*Five different colors
*At least one main character
*One of the settings from the
story (ex. house, woods, etc.)
p-31

-Trade drawings with someone else in
class
-Look at performance standards to see if
partner has everything on the list
-Put a check by everything on the list
that your partner did
-Write at least two things down that
your partner did well and at least one
thing he/she can work on for next time
Closure

-Tell me something that you learned
today about peer reviewing

p-32

"Goldilocks and the Three Bears"
Picture
Performance Standards

(What the picture

needs to have)
Name
Date
Name of story
Five

(5) or more colors

One (1) or more of the main
characters
Setting (a room in the
house, the woods, etc.)
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"Goldilocks and the Three Bears" Peer
Review Sheet
Name

Date

Partner's Name
*One (1) thing that was done well is:
(coloring inside the lines, drawing the main character(s), using lots of
colors, making a good setting, writing neatly)

*One (1) more thing that was done well is:
(coloring inside the lines, drawing the main character{s), using lots of
colors, making a good setting, writing neatly)

*One (1) thing to work on for next time is:
(working on coloring inside the lines, using more colors, writing
neater, remembering to put everything on the picture)
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Self Reflection Lesson Plan

"Reflection is the process of looking back on what one has
done and asking what, why, and how learning has taken place"
(Courtney & Abodeeb, 1999, p. 712).

Goal: To have students think and explain what, why, and how
they have learned, and what they will do to improve next
time.

Objectives:

-Students will be able to (SWBAT) compare
their current literacy assignments with
previous literacy assignments.
-SWBAT write down how they have improved and
what they can still improve on.

Procedures:
1.

The teacher chooses two writing samples to compare
(usually from the same student, in a previous class,
and from the beginning of the year and end of the
year).
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2.

Teacher displays copies of the two samples on chart
paper in front of the class.

3.

Teacher asks students to brainstorm how the two
papers are different.

A student might say, "The

writing has really changed."

The teacher would then

ask, "How has the writing changed?"

The student

might say next, "There are spaces between the words
and punctuation on the second paper."
4.

As a class, every one would write down a model
reflection sentence as if these papers were their
own.

(Ex. "I included these papers in my portfolio

because they show how much my writing has changed.
I use spaces and punctuation now.")
5.

Possibly on other days, the teacher would ask
different students to bring samples of their work to
the overhead to model self-reflection for the class.
An example of this dialogue between teacher and
student, taken from Courtney

&

Abodeeb (1999),

follows:
John answers the question from his Book Log
Reflection (see following page), "What

p-36

are the things you want to do to become a
better reader?"
strategies."

He responds, "Practice the

[The teacher] probes with

"What strategies do you mean?"

John answers,

"Like saying blank, looking at sounds,
putting in words that make sense."

[The

teacher] further queries, "Why do you want to
use these strategies?"

John responds, "These

will help me when I come to a word I don't
know."

Without [the teacher's] questioning,

it would have been unclear what John meant by
"strategies."

With further probing

"strategies" becomes clearer to John, as well
as to [the teacher] and the other students.
(p. 712)

Materials: overhead projector, projector pens, chart paper,
writing samples from a previous class

*Adapted from: Courtney

&

Abodeeb (1999)
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Book Log Reflection

1.

What book did you like best?

Why?

2.

What was the easiest book to read?

3.

What was the hardest book?

Why?

What did you do to

help yourself read it?

4.

What book do you remember most?

5.

What book taught you the most?

6.

What are the things you want to do to become a
better reader?

*Taken from: Courtney

&

Abodeeb (1999)
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Why?

How?

Self (Performance) Reflection

Things our group did really well:

Things our group could have done better:

Things I did really well:

Things I could have done better:

Some things I learned:

What I really like about this unit:

How (teacher's name) could make it better next time:

* Taken from: Prigge, et.al. (1994)
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Self Reflection Form
(Selecting Pieces for the Portfolio)

1.

Why did you choose this piece for your
portfolio?

2.

Would you do anything differently next
time?

3.

What?

What is the best part of this piece?
Why?

4.

What did you learn by doing this piece?

* Taken from: Prigge, et. al. (1994)
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SELF REFLECTION
Strategies/Ideas
Personal Sui tease:

This activity can be used to improve communication skills and
reflection skills.
The activity involves asking students to
identify who they are through the use of objects.
Students
are told to bring 6-10 items from home that define who they
are as a person.
The bag can count as one of the student's
items if it has significance.
This is a sharing activity.
The goal is for students to present their personal suitcases
to the class.
Reflection is a key ingredient in the personal
suitcase.
Students are asked to identify who they are as
individuals, and then share that information with the class.
Brain Cramp:

Students are asked to identify the top 5 individuals/groups
of people that influence the way they make their decisions.
The idea is to get kids thinking about who they are, and how
they make decisions.
Students write down the 5 names on a
piece of paper.
Students are then asked to briefly describe
the personalities of each of the names on the piece of paper.
Once the students have completed this phase of the activity
they are asked a set of questions.
The questions relate to
scenarios in life, and it is up to the students to identify
who out of their list of 5 people they most listen to for
advice on how to act.
Questions should range from simple
situations like going clothes shopping to more difficult
scenarios involving school.
The key to Brain Cramp is the
teacher-led discussion following the activity.
Teachers
should ask kids to share their answers to the scenarios and
discuss with them the need to stop and evaluate who from our
head we listen to in certain situations.
Boring Ball Toss:

Toss a ball to a person in the group you have planned this
ahead with.
This person will toss it back to you and the two
of you will play catch without including the others in the
group.
After a minute or so, carefully toss it to another
person and signal for them to toss it back to you.
Then toss
it back to the original partner.
The next toss should be to
another person and then start tossing a second ball.
After
that one gets going well, include a third.
After a few
minutes of this, stop the group and ask them:
1.
What were you feeling when two of us were playing
alone?
2.
How did it feel as we included others?
3.
Was it more fun to be involved or watching?
4.
Explain that .
school is the same.
If you stand
by and watch you will easily get bored and lose
interest.
The more you are willing to get involved
the more school will mean to you and the more likely
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5.
Personal

you are to be successful.
What are some ways to get
involved in activities?
What are some reasons why people hesitate to get
involved?
Interview:

Students are assigned a partner and both are asked to draw a
piece of paper out of a hat in the front of the room.
The
hat contains different questions that call for some kind of
self reflection.
Students are informed that they are to ask
the question from the hat to their partner, and then keep
track of the answer.
Be sure to make students aware that
they will be responsible for sharing their partner's answer
to the class so paying attention is critical.
They are the
reporter who has been sent to interview a famous celebrity.
Be sure to give students a time limit on answering the
questions!
Two minutes has been a successful increment of
time in the past.
After both people have shared the class
comes together as a whole and students are asked to share
their findings from the interviews.
Resources:

Silver Bullets - Adventure Games, Trust Activities,
Initiatives
Quicksilver - Activities, Trust Activities, Initiative
Problems
Books available through:
Project Adventure
P.O. Box 2477
Covington, GA 30209
(404) 784-9310
The Association for Experiential Educators host an
international conference each year in the late fall that
showcases activity based learning sessions for three days.
To get their information contact:
AEE
2885 Aurora Ave. *28
Boulder, co 80303-2252

*Taken from:

D. J.

Prigge (personal communication, July 2000)
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Student-Led Conferences Lesson Plan

"Student-led conferences are a natural outgrowth of the
school's commitment to giving students 'choices and voice' in
classroom management and instruction" (Paglin, 1996, p. 1).

Goal: To give students "an opportunity to reflect on and
speak about their learning and to practice presentation
skills" (Paglin, 1996, p. 1).

Objectives:

-Students will be able to (SWBAT) role play a
student-led conference.
-SWBAT use loud voices, proper manners,
correct posture, good breathing, eye
contact, and appropriate vocabulary.

Procedure:
1.

Students watch a videotape of previous student-led
conferences.

2.

The teacher tells the students that they are going
to role play some student-led conferences.
explains what a role play is.)
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(Teacher

3.

Teacher and a student volunteer from an older grade
role play a student-led conference for the class.
(Ask for older volunteers who have possibly led a
conference before.)

4.

Teacher and volunteer go through the conference
script.
Student (S): Hello.

My name is Pam.

I am ten

years old and am in the fourth grade.

I will be

sharing my literacy portfolio with you today.
Teacher (T): Hi Pam.

today.

We are glad to have you here

Let's go ahead and get started.

S: I learned a lot this year.

portfolio.

Here is my

This writing assignment I put in

because it shows how I am writing now.

At the

beginning of the year, I was writing in print.
Now I am writing neatly in cursive.
T: Wow!

That is very nice.

What else did you

include in your portfolio?

S: I put this reading log in so that I could show
my growth in reading.

At the beginning of the

year I was still reading picture books.
read chapter books! ...
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Now I

5.

The role play may continue on until most
conversations about examples that are included in
the first-graders portfolios have been modeled.

6.

Have students pair up around the room and try role
playing a student-led conference of their own.
Getting students to verbally reflect on their
portfolios is a wonderful place to start!

7.

Remember to remind children to use loud voices,
proper manners, correct posture, good breathing, eye
contact, and appropriate vocabulary.
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POSSIBLE QUESTIONS TO ASK DURING A
STUDENT-LED PORTFOLIO CONFERENCE

1. What kinds of work did you put in your portfolio?

2. How do these examples show you have learned new skills?

3. What else would you like to share about your portfolio?

4. Would anyone else like to comment on - - - 's portfolio?
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CHAPTER FIVE
Summary, Conclusions, and Recommendations

Summary
The purpose of this project was to design an
assessment portfolio process for all first grade students
in class so they could practice goal-setting, evaluating,
and reflecting on their work.

This portfolio was designed

to accomplish the following goals:
1. To assess authentically,
2. To teach students to be critical thinkers, evaluators,
and be able to reflect upon their own work,
3. To motivate through choices of displayed work,
4. To observe personal growth,
5. To provide ownership in something that is unique and
special to the student, and
6. To use as a tool in student-led conferences where
students will have the opportunity to reflect on their
work and share it with their parents and me.
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Conclusions
Conclusions reached as a result of this project were:
•

Portfolios appear to provide an opportunity for authentic
assessment, creativity, and demonstration of growth.

•

Portfolios seem to encourage and lead to goal-setting,
evaluating, reflection, and student-led conferences.

•

Portfolios most likely motivate and provide ownership in
something that is unique and special to the student.

Recommendations
As a result of this project, the following
recommendations are suggested:
1. To use portfolios in the first grade classroom,
considerable help is needed from the teacher, parent
volunteers, and para-professional/with modeling,
organizing, and students' writing.
2. To use portfolios in the first grade classroom, use very
simplified strategies and teach everything at a slow
pace.
3. Use many examples, models, and questions.
4. Try to not have children compare their work quality.
Instead focus on efforts and improvements of each child.
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5. Encourage children to observe each other's work.
6. ''As the opportunity for critiquing work arises, it is
best to use strategies that stress positive goals, rather
than those that invite public criticism"

(Potter, 1999,

p. 214).

7.

A suggested time line is as follows:
•

September- Introduce students and parents to
portfolios, train parent volunteers

•

October- Teach goal-setting and hold goal-setting
conferences with students and parents

•

November/December- Teach self-evaluation and
reflection

•

January- Teach peer review, hold review conferences
to check-on/update goals

•

February- Begin modeling student-led conferences

•

March/April- Continue modeling goal-setting, selfevaluation, self-reflection, peer review, and
student-led conferences, and have students role play
conferences

•

May- Hold student-led conferences
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My

First Grade
Literacy
Portfolio
by

WASHINGTON STATE
Essential Academic Learning Requirements
Checklist

READING
_ _ Student understands and uses different skills and strategies to read
_ _ Student understands the meaning of what is read
_ _ Student reads different materials for a variety of purposes
_ _ Student sets goals and evaluates progress to improve reading

WRITING
_ _ Student writes clearly and effectively
_ _ Student writes in a variety of forms for different audiences and
purposes
_ _ Student understands and uses the steps of the writing process
_ _ Student analyzes and evaluates the effectiveness of written work

SHORT FORM WITTY-KOPEL INTEREST INVENTORY
L e a r n e r ~ ~ - - - - - - - - - - - ~ Age _ _ _ __ Date
1.

What do you like best when you have some spare time?

2. What do you usually do after school?

In the evenings?
On Sunday?

On Saturday?

3. How old are your brothers and sisters?
4. To which clubs do you belong?
Do you go to Sunday School or church?
Do you take any special lessons?
5. Which of your tools or toys do you like best?

6 . Do you let other children. use your things?

What tool or toy would you like to have?
7. How often do you go to the movies?
With whom do you go?
What is the best movie yoµ ever saw?
What kind of movie do you like best?
Who is your favorite movie actor?
Actress?

8. Have you ever been to a farm?
Art museum?

Circus?

Amusement park?~~

Zoo?

Concert? ___ Picnic?
Swimming pool?

Y.M.C.A.?

Have you ever taken a trip

by boat? ___ by train? ___ by bus?
by airplane?

by car?

Where did you go?

9. What do you want to be when you grow up?

What do your parents want you to be?
10. Which T.V. programs do you like best?
How long do you watch T.V. each day?
What programs do you always watch?
11. What kind of pet do you have?

Hobby?

Collection?
12. Do you like school?
What subject do you like best?
What subject do you dislike most?
13. Do you like to read?
read to you?

Do you like to have someone

Do your parents tell you to read? _ _

Do your parents read much?
How much time do you spend reading story books?

Source: Witty, Paul, Kopel, and Davis, Reading and the Educative
Process 71.1: 7

NAME: - - - - - - - DATE:

_ _ _ _ _ _ __

Goal Sheet

My goals for this year are:
1.

2.

3.

4.

READING

Student Reading Attitude Survey
Age

Name

Date

1. I like to read stories.
not at all

a little

some

a lot

a whole lot

some

a lot

a whole lot

some

a lot

a whole lot

some

a lot

a whole lot

some

a lot

a whole lot

2. Reading is boring.
not at all

a little

3. I like to read in my spare time.
not at all

a little

4. I enjoy reading poetry.
not at all

a little

5. I like reading at school.
not at all

a little

6. I have trouble understanding what I read.
not at all

a little

some

a lot

a whole lot

some

a lot

a whole lot

7. It's fun to read at home.
not at all

a little

8. I enjoy talking about what I read.
not at all

a little

some

a lot

a whole lot

some

a lot

a whole lot

9. Reading is fun.
not at all

a little

10.I wish I had more time to read at school.
not at all

a little

some

a lot

11.I like to read stories I have written.

a whole lot

not at all

a little

some

a lot

a whole lot

some

a lot

a whole lot

some

a lot

a whole lot

a lot

a whole lot

12.I think I'm a good reader.
not at all

a little

13.I like to read.
not at all

a little

14.How often do you read at home?
not at all

a little

some

15.What kinds of things do you read? (types, topics, or
titles)

My Reading Tank

Author/Title

Date Started

Finished

*Taken from: Swicegood (1994·, p. 12)

Date

Book Log Reflection

1.

What book did you like best?

Why?

2.

What was the easiest book to read?

3.

What was the hardest book?

Why?

What did you

do to help yourself read it?

4.

What book do you remember most?

5.

What book taught you the most?

6.

What are the things you want to do to
become a better reader?

*Taken from: Courtney & Abodeeb (1999)

Why?

How?

Reading Self-Evaluation
Name

1.

Date

In what ways have you improved as a reader? What have
you done well?

2.

What reading have you most enjoyed this quarter? Why?

3.

Do you enjoy reading? Why or why not?

4.

What things do you especially want to work on next
quarter?

5.

How often do you read outside of school? What was the
last thing you read outside of school? Why did you
read it?

WRITING

Published Writing Log
Author:

Draft Begun

Published Title

*Taken from: Swicegood (1994. p. 12)

Date Completed

'

NAME: _ _ _ _ _ __
DATE: _ _ _ _ _ __

Assignment Checklist
Criteria

Met

Not Met

My Writing Progress

Skills I have learned:

Skills I am working on:

*Taken from: Swicegood (1994, p. 12)

Self Reflection Form
(Selecting Pieces for the Portfolio)

1.

Why did you choose this piece for your
portfolio?

2.

Would you do anything differently next
time?

3.

What?

What is the best part of this piece?
Why?

4.

*

What did you learn by doing this piece?

Taken from: Prigge, et. al.

(1994)

